6.0 powerstroke cooling system diagram

The Ford Powerstroke cooling system capacity is It is important to allow the cooling system to
breathe by maintaining a loose radiator cap while servicing, as opposed to closing the cap and
allowing the engine to build pressure in the system. Always use extreme care when opening a
coolant system filler cap that may contain pressure as bodily injury may result. Remove the cap
on the coolant reservoir. If the reservoir isn't full to the designated full mark, add water until it
is. Ford Powerstroke engines do not need to be "burped" of air because they incorporate a
"degas" reservoir. Place the cap on the reservoir loosely so no pressure can become trapped.
Start the engine and allow it to reach operating temperature. Watch the temperature gauge and
if it strays any higher than 10 degrees above normal, shut the engine down. Allow it to cool for
20 minutes. Check the coolant reservoir level. If the level is low it is a good sign that the
thermostat has opened and the air has been purged. Fill the reservoir to an inch over the full
line on the bottle. Start the engine again and watch the temperature and the reservoir. Add water
as the level recedes. If the temperature rises with no apparent loss of coolant in the full
reservoir, a fault in the system is present. The most probable faults are an incorrectly installed
thermostat, faulty thermostat, faulty fan clutch, collapsed hose or plugged radiator. Start the
engine and look at the fan to see if the fan is keeping up with engine speed. If the fan is
revolving slowly, the fan clutch is faulty. Look for a collapsed hose on the top or bottom. Shut
the engine off. Feel the radiator on the fan side for cool spots. If one side is cooler than the
other, the radiator is not flowing properly. This doesn't happen too often, but is possible. If this
is not the problem, the fault is pointing to the thermostat. Remove the upper radiator hose,
using the screwdriver to loosen the clamp. Start the engine. If the thermostat is faulty the
temperature will rise to the normal temperature but no antifreeze will flow from the top hose.
Install the top hose and tighten the clamp. Don Bowman has been writing for various websites
and several online magazines since He has owned an auto service facility since and has over 45
years of technical experience as a master ASE tech. Bowman has a business degree from
Pennsylvania State University and was an officer in the U. Army aircraft maintenance officer,
pilot, six Air Medal awards, two tours Vietnam. Step 1 Remove the cap on the coolant reservoir.
Step 2 Start the engine and allow it to reach operating temperature. Step 3 Check the coolant
reservoir level. Step 4 Start the engine and look at the fan to see if the fan is keeping up with
engine speed. Things You'll Need Screwdriver. Bore is 3. Some of the early 6. Note: This article
is not to discredit the 6. The 6. Ford has improved the design of the O-rings and has an updated
fitting that replaces the STC snap to connect. The STC fitting was used in the 6. If you still have
the STC fitting on your 6. The HPOS on the 03 to early 04 6. The EGR Cooler cools the exhaust
gas that is recirculated back into intake manifold so that it can be re-burnt for cleaner
emissions. When it fails it will cause coolant to enter in to the intake manifold and be burned in
the combustion chamber causing a loss of coolant and white smoke from the tail pipe. When
soot builds up in the EGR cooler, it can become clogged and the excessive heat can boil
coolant in the exchanger. Depending on the severity of the failure, the engine can hydro-lock
and cause severe engine damage, which includes bent connecting rods. There are no warning
signs for a clogged or restricted oil cooler but tests can be done to determine if a problem is
there waiting to happen. The reason the Oil cooler gets restricted and clogs up is due to silicone
sand in the coolant system. The sand is left over from the casting process of the engine block
and because it was not thoroughly cleaned from the coolant passages before the engine was
assembled and it gathers at the most restrictive point which is the Oil cooler. When the Oil
cooler is not restricted the coolant temperature and oil temperatures should be within a couple
degrees of each other, anything above a 15 degree difference indicates a problem. If the Oil
temperature gets too hot it can cause gaskets and O-rings in the HPOS to fail and the lack of
coolant flow to the EGR cooler will cause it to fail and can and will cause head gaskets to fail as
well. An oil cooler failure is suspect if oil is present in the coolant or visa versa. The EGR valve
is an electronically controlled valve that controls the flow of exhaust gas into the intake
manifold. The EGR valve fails due to carbon build up on the valve or it can fail electronically.
When it goes bad, it can cause black smoke, loss of power, no start and a fluttering noise. Clean
the EGR valve at every other oil change to keep it functioning properly. The FICM is the
computer that controls the fuel injectors. The FICM multiplies the voltage in the fuel injector
circuit from 12 to 48 volts to fire the injectors. When the FICM starts to fail, the 6. When
replacing the FICM, 6. Most injector issues are noticeable at the beginning of a cold start up and
will go away once the engine is warm. Signs of a bad or sticking stiction injector are hard start,
rough idle, black or gray smoke. If ignored this can cause serious engine damage. Do not ignore
this issue because it goes away once the engine is warm! The fuel injectors are very sensitive to
poor fuel and oil quality. The best thing you can do to prevent failure is maintain proper fuel
quality by means of an additive if necessary and keep your engine oil changed regularly. When
a turbocharger starts to fail it will have the same symptoms as a bad EGR valve. The vanes in

the turbocharger that control boost can build up with carbon or rust which can cause an over
boost condition or a no boost condition. Sometimes the turbocharger can be taken apart and
cleaned. Another type of failure can be bearing failure which can send pieces of shrapnel into
the cylinders causing engine damage. A major problem with the 6. A failed EGR system has
been known to contribute to engines running hotter than expected. In turn, this may lower the
yield point of the head bolts and in some situations even warp the cylinder head. Ran fine on
the flat, but lost all power. Near Oroville, so took to Oroville Ford [nice people]. Found 1 bad
injector [told this shut down turbo]. Had all 8 injectors replaced, all 8 glow plugs and glow plug
harnesses and turbo replaced. Got near home and and to the first hill and the problem was
back. Not sure if I trust this dealer, as they already want to bill me a diagnostic fee. What do you
think went wrong or was missed at the Orville dealer? I replaced the hpop housing gasket and
changed all other gaskets also. It ran before I worked on it. Now I have a no start. When starting
i have low oil pressure but when I crank it sounds like it drops off during crank. Any Ideas thank
you. Why will my truck not start new glow plugs glow plugs harness good getting power what
could be the issue 6. Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and
website in this browser for the next time I comment. Ford 6. Below are the most common
problems associated with the 6. Share on Facebook Share. Share on Twitter Tweet. Comments F
6. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Manuals Brands Ford
Manuals Engine 6. Quick Links. Table of Contents. Related Manuals for Ford 6. Engine Ford
Service Manual Ford range engines 91 pages. Summary of Contents for Ford 6. Page 3 This
page intentionally left blank Page 4: Table Of Contents 6. Page 5 This page intentionally left
blank Page 6 6. Page 7: Overview 6. Page 8: Specifications 6. Diesel, 4 Cycle Configuration Page
9 6. Page 15 6. Page 16 6. The coolant then exits the vertical cooler where it is routed to the
return port in the front cover. This port is also used as the deaeration port. See unique service
procedures or the service manual for more details. The tappet galleries pan before being routed
through a passage in the block, a also provide oil to the piston cooling jets. Note: This oil
supply routing is different than the 6. If the o-ring is damaged or missing, it could cause oil
aeration. It should be closed below that pressure. Whenever oil pressure exceeds this force, the
regulator valve will move downward and allow the excess pressure to bleed off back through a
passage Regulator that routes the oil back to the inlet side of the pump. One passage is to the
oil cooler and the other is through the oil pressure regulator then to the oil pump inlet this
passage is only used when pressure exceeds 65 psi. When the oil reaches the numerous
restrictions throughout the engine, pressure is then created pressure is the resistance to flow.
The high pressure turbocharger uses a removeable tube where as the low pressure
turbocharger utilizes a small extension tube off of a machined passage in the turbocharger
pedestal. The HFCM filters fuel, separates water, senses water, and recirculates warm fuel
through the pump during cool fuel conditions. If the fuel being drawn from of the high pressure
fuel injection pump controls the fuel the fuel tank is cooler than a specified temperature then
return pressure by dumping excess fuel into the fuel return line. It separates water from the fuel,
senses when water is present in the fuel, filters particulates from the fuel, and creates the fuel
flow needed to supply fuel to the engine mounted fuel filter. It recirculates fuel that returns from
the engine mounted fuel filter back into the fuel filter instead of back to the tank. Page 32 Do not
interchange the 6. NOTE: The 6. The check valves are no longer Fuel Return Banjo Bolt needed
since the drilled passages in the cylinder heads are now utilized as fuel return passages. Page
33 This page intentionally left blank The air filter has a filter minder on it to warn the operator of
a restricted air filter. In order to maximize the use of the energy that is available, the vanes are
closed. In doing so, the exhaust gas is accelerated between the vanes and across the turbine
wheel. In general, this allows the turbocharger to behave as a small turbocharger, increasing
the wheel speed quickly at low speed. Note: There is actually an infinite number of vane
positions between open and closed. Page 51 This page intentionally left blank The signals are
used as inputs to various control strategies. The AP incorporates three potentiometers.
Throughout the movement of the AP the resistance values of the three potentiometers must
agree. During the movement of the AP if any of the three potentiometer readings do not agree,
the check engine light will illuminate and the vehicle will continue to perform as normal. If two
signals from the AP are lost the ECM will allow the engine to idle only and illuminate the check
engine light. If the sensor fails, the ECM must be replaced. The CKP creates a signal that relates
to the crankshaft. The trigger wheel is a 60 minus crankshaft speed and position relative to TDC
Top Dead 2 tooth steel disk with 58 evenly spaced teeth Center. The CMP creates a signal
sensor mounted on the left front side of the engine block. When pressure is above 7psi the
gauge will read normal and if the pressure drops below 5 psi the gauge will show 0. This is a
closed loop function which means the ECM continuously monitors and adjusts for ideal FRP
determined by conditions such as load, speed, and temperature. Air passing over the hot wire

causes it to cool. NOTE: Washing a hot engine can have n
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egative effects on this sensor! NOTE: This sensor is gray in color for the 6. Page 73 This page
intentionally left blank This will close the oil filter drain. Note: The oil filter snaps into the oil
filter lid. NOTE: Follow the proper sercive procedures while servicing the fuel system and
always use the correct torque! Too much or too little pressure could be detrimental. The gear
and shaft both have a taper that needs to match. Set the straight edge on top of the feeler
gauge. Pull lightly on the feeler guage. Temperature changes of deg F are possible. Page
Appendix 6. Note: Bolt locations with double circles represent stud bolts. Step 1: Install
injectors, clamps and bolts and hand start the clamp bolts. Step 2: Rundown the injector clamp
bolts to a torque of 1. Page Wiring Diagram s ing le a lt. Page Wiring Diagram s i ng le a lt. Page
6. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign
up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

